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Igor Y ouskevitch to Appear
In 2 Premier Performances

Guest to Talk
On Architecture
Igor Youskevitch and his newly-I Youskevitch, sponsored jointly by IAt C
.
formed Maryland Ballet Company the Russian Club and the New
onvocanon
will appear at Palmer Auditorium
London Connecticut College Club
on Saturday,
November
23, at to benefit scholarship
8:30 p.m. He will present a program which includes two world
premieres.

Quartet to Perform
Pieces for Strings

Mr. Youskevitch
was horn in
1912 in Pyriatin,
a suburb of
Kiev, Russia.
Although he was
active in athletics both at high
school and Belgrade Royal Universlty • h e eve n tall
u y wen t t a
Paris to study ballet there with
. tr t
I 1938
well kno wn ins uc ors.
n
,
Youskevitch
joined
the Ballet
Russe de Monte Carlo, became
that company's premier
danseur
and made his United States debut
at the Metropolitan Opera House.
He remained with the company,
becoming familiar with the public
and the critics until January 1944,
when he was inducted into the
United States Navy.
In 1946 he became a member of
the Ballet Theater and danced the
lead opposite such noted ballerlnas as Maria Tallchief, Markova,
Danilova, Alicia Alonso and Nora
Kaye. In 1951 Walter Terry of the
New York Herald Tribune wrote,
"You-ske-vitch
provided us with
matchless
examples of classical
dancing.
There were in his performing, elegance of manner, impeccable phrasing, and such facility ...
that one was aware only
of
the
beauty
of controlled
strength and never of the nervous
excitement
of muscular
strain."
In 1952 Cue magazine called Youskevi'tch the "top male danseur in
America."
Mr. Youskevitch
has appeared
both in pictures and on television.
He now, runs his own ballet school
in New York and was recently
asked to form the Maryland Ballet Company. His daughter Maria
will play the part of Juliet in the
new ballet "Romeo and Juliet,"
one of the works to be premiered.
Also included on the program will
be the New England premiere of
"Trance-Formation"
Spectre de la
Rose and the Pas' de Deux from
"Sleeping Beauty."
This will be the only New Eng-I
land appearance this year by Mr.

funds.

I
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Tuesday. November 26, at 8:30
p.m. in Palmer Auditorium
the
Conneticut College Chamber Music Series will present the Kroll
Quartet. Their program will inelude: Beethoven's
String Quar·
tet in F minor, Op. 95; Prokofief's
String Quartet No.2 in F major,
Op. 92; and Brahms' String Quartet in C minor, Op. 51, No.1.
This group of string players
has been in almost continuous association for the better part of
twenty years. Mr. Kroll helped
found the Musicians'
Guild of
New'York in 1945 and the Quartet played under its patronage
for the next eleven seasons. The
Quartet has also served as "Ouartet in Residence" at the Peabody
Conservatory
of Music in Baltimore and has toured extensively
in the United States and foreign
countries.
William Kroll, violinist, founded and heads the group. He studied with Franz Kneisel, leader of
the Kneisel Quartet; famous for
a generation
as
the
premier
string ensemble of America. William Stone, violinist, has been a
member of the PittSburg
Symphony, the CBS Symphony, and
the DBS String Quartet. Harry
Zaratsian
has appeared as viola
soloist with
leading orchestras
throughout
the country. He' is
also a member of the faculty of
Marlboro School of Music in vermont. Anton Twerdowsky,
who
plays the violoncella,
has
appeared in many "fir-st" performances.
.
Connecticut
ColI e g e studen~s
may have heard the Quarte~ In
past s~mmers
at the Coolidge
M~m~nal .Concerts of South Moutam In PIttsfield, Massachusetts,
or at the Berkshire
Festival at
Tanglewood.
The group has ~ecently
returned
from
Ber-lin,
where it performed
during the
Fes'tival Week.

Mrs. Sibyl Moholy-Nagy,
professor of architecture at Pratt Institute in New York, will lecture at
the Dec. 5 Convocation on "Architecture and the Indivisibility
of
Design."
Mrs. Noholy-Nagy
was
born
and educated in Germany where
her father, Martin Peitzsch, was a
pioneer architect and a leader of
the German architectural
association. The lecturer was married to
the late Hungarian educator and
artist, Lazzlo Moholy-Nagy, who
was the closest collaborator
of
Walter Gropius in the formation
at the German Bauhaus. The purpose of this architectural
school,
founded in 1919, was to adapt science and technology to art and
architecture,
integrating
them to
form something
both beautiful
and functional.
In 1937, when Hitler
put a clamp on creativity, Mrs.
Mohcly-Nagy
and her husband
moved to Chicago. Here she worked with him at the Institute of
Design until his death in 1946.
From 1948-1951 she served as assistant professor in history of art
and architecture
at Bradley University, Peoria, and the University of California
at Berkeley.
Since then,
she has been teaching history and theory of architecture at Pratt Institute.
Mrs. Moholy-Nagy
has written
numerous articles in various architectural
journals as well
as
_~~
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Walker to Give l(eynote Talk
To 100 Civil Rights Delegates
The long anticipated Intercollegiate Civil Rights Conference, which was planned by the Civil Rights Group in September, will be held on campus on December 6, 7 and 8. Approximately 100 delegates are expected from colleges in New
England, New Jersey, New, York, Pennsylvania and Ohio. Included on the list of speakers are such prominent names as
Wyatt Tee Walker, Bayard Rustin, William Higgs
and
Peter
Countryman, as well as representatives of SCLC. SNCC, NAACP,
and CORE.
Peter Countryman
will open
the conference on Friday evening
with an address in Palmer AUditorium at 8 p.m. Mr. Countryman
was the founder and former Executive Director of the Northern
Student Movement (NSM).

,

Saturday's

"',"'.

MAME!"

program

will be in-

I itiated
by the keynote address
the conference
to be given

of
by
I Wyatt
Tee Walker, Executive As'sistant to Dr. Martin
Luther
,~
•
King, Jr., in the Southern ChrisIItlan Leadership
Conference.
At
34, Rev. Walker is second in com.'
RIDER WALKER
mand of the clergy-led SOLC, one
______________
1 of the most influential of the civil
rights organizations.
As coordiseveral
books,
including
Chil-' nator of the Freedom Riders Rev.
dren's Children,
Experiment
in Walker was jailed twice in' 1961
Totality,
and Native Genius in in Mississippi and Alabama. Hi~
Anonymous Architecture.
I involvement with this group led
Professor Moholy-Nagy has lec- to his appointment
by Mr. King.
tured
~t
most
arc~itectural
After the keynote address, the
schools In Nor-th Amer-ica, Can- delegates will attend a series of
ada, England, a~d West Germany. workshops. Prominent persons in
Her. talk prorruses
to be co~tro- the field of civil rights will converstal and thought-provoking.
duct these sessions on topics reo
lated to their particular activities.
Rev. Walker will discuss the direction of the Southern Freedom
Movement. Dr. Edwin
R. Edmonds, members of the Connecticut Advisory Committee
to the
United States Civil Rights Comhann Sebastian
Bach, and "Ye mission will lead a group on the
Fields of Light, Celestial Plains," subject of employment of the Negro. Robert Brookins'
Gore
of
by Johann Wolfgang Franck.
CORE will discuss the efforts of
civil rights groups in voter registration.
Gore was coordinator
for the Memorial March following
the brutal killing of CORE memThe
legal
Miss Georgianna Shine will be ber William Moore.
problems
connected
with
civil
on campus Monday, Dec. 2 to talk
rights will 'be presented by Wilwith students who are interested
Special Counsel
in Peace Corps work. She will de- liam Kunstler,
liver a lecture and show a short to Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
film on the Peace Corps' activities New York lawyer, Percy Sutton,
at 5 p.m. in the student lounge of is leading a discussion on urban
Higgs, the
Crozier-Williams, and will also be problem~. William
available during the day for indio only white attorney in Mississippi
vidual conferences with students. to take civil rights cases, will discuss political action as an instruMiss Shine, who did her Peace ment in the movement. A workCorps work in Ghana, wiJI dis- shop designed
specifically
for
cuss primitive rites and native Connecticut College students will
customs in Miss Macklin's sociol- be conducted by members of the
ogy class and will also speak in New London NAACP.
Mr. Birdsall's history classes that
The Conference
will close Sunday.
day morning with a panel discusIn January,
1961, Miss Shine sion, "Student Involvement in the
graduated from Southern Connec- Civil Rights Movement."
Four
ticut
State
College. She
then representatives
from college civil
taught English and sociology at rights groups will participate.
Conrad High School in West Hart·
Karin Kunstler is initiator and
ford, Conn., until she joined the
coordinator,
of the Conference.
Peace Corps in June, 196!.
While in Ghana, Miss
Shine
taught at a coeducational
board- Charles E. Merrill Trust
ing school at which she served
Awards College $25,000
both as housemistress
for a dorThe Charles E. Merrill Trust
mitory of 86 girls and as a physiConnecticut
Colcal education instructor. She also has presented
lege with an unrestricted
gift of
was track coach, schoo! librarian,
and nurse, and served as adviser $25,000 to he used at the discreto the school newspaper and dra- tion of the Board of Trustees of
ma club. As a result of her varied the College.
activities, Miss Shine was electThe Merrill
Trust
annually
ed to that school's Board of Gov- gives financial support to seconernors.
dary and higher educational instiWhile Miss Shine was in Gha- tutions, to hospitals, and to we]na, she worked with the social fare and religious programs. The
welfare
department.
She
also Trust was established by the late
E. Merrill,
investment
served with the West African Ex- Charles
aminations Council in helping to banker, who was a founding part·
set standards for composition in ner in the firm of Merrill, Lynch,
Pierce, Fenner and Smith.
the area.
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Rev. Russell of East Harlem
Church to Speak at Vespers
Sunday, November 24, the Reverend Letty Mandeville Russell,
pastor of the Presbyterian Church
of the Ascension in East Har-lem,
New York, will be the Vespers
speaker in Harkness Chapel at 7
p.m. The title of her sermon will
be "Breaking Down Walls."
Miss Russell, a native of westfield, New Jersey, 'was graduated
from Wellesley College with a
major in Biblical history in 1951;
she received a Bachelor of Divinity degree
(with honors)
from
Harvard Divinity School in 1958.
In September
of the same year
Miss Russell was ordained to the
Christian ministry by the Presbytery of New York.
The area served by the East
Harlem Protestant
parish is one
of the world's most densely populated, extending from 96th street
to 125th street, bounded on the
west by Central Park and on the
east by the East river. Miss Russell's church-the
only one in the
parish to be housed in a church
building-serves
250
members
and has an equal number in its
church school.
The Rev. Miss Russell is the
author of the Daily Bible Lection·
ary used in the East Harlem Protestant parish. She has recently
been appointed a member of the
Working Committee
on the Department of Studies
in Evangelism of the World
Council
of
Churches, and as such will be attending meetings of the Committee this summer in Paris.
The Vespers' music will be per·
formed by the Connecticut Col·
lege Choir. They will sing "Jesu,
Joy of Man's .Desiring" by Jo-

COLLEGE

Miss Shine to Talk
AhoutPeace Corps
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DV. 14 makes it plain she "cannot be totally objective" in her
response
to Mr.
Weinberger,
which is of course her privilege.

It is obvious, from the tenor of

THIS WEEK
As two sophomores
stood in'clear
your table!" Miss PB reo
thel
Eve-n!
(the
uniforms fused to comment. The Eves coolly
ell"
e-mcs
) scream ed' In Wild . ~ealiz~tilon, of
sported by Eden Rock waitresses
t the door to Crozier Miss PB the perfect advertismg gtmmtck
~id a hasty retreat 'from the "You don't have 11~,clear your taSnack Shop. In hot pursuit-Miss
ble at Eden Rock. Too bad that
'We close in 15 minutes." "Miss, more people were not there to apthe beauty of the rno·~SS you have to c1ear yo ur tad. preclate
!U..l
t
ble. :MlSS, come back here an men.
We went back
r to our little
messy room, re ieved to think of
fore our consciences could be dis- the wonderful freedom of being
turbed. So the drive ended and able to. use the abundant Coke

I

her remarks, that her account of
talk is not objec- was forgotten.
machine waiting for us ... HapIs Community Fund really
rive, either.
ff dthat
t piness is TAB ...
To choose a title as striking as insignificant? Can we a or o t, This was the week when we
"Voice from the Left" is already be so heedless? Of course, we had a hopefuly unique oppor-tu.
EdItorial
Sta.tf
indicative of a certain bias. wein- feel that charities should be su~- nity to give some serious thought
berger has found an echo precise- porte:t, and. of course, we don.t to the role of the pniversity in
Feature Editor
VIr~lnla Chambers '65
COPf, EdItor
Christina
zvtman
'64
Iy in quarters which cannot nar- consciously
Ignore them. But. If the outside world. Professor BargNew,
Ger-ry OUva
'65 '65
An etant Copy Edlior
Martha
WUllams
rawly be defined by party lines. the very idea of' a Community hoorn's arrest was probably very
Makeup Edltors
JO<\l1Bucclarell1 '66, Sue r.etser '66
Advertislnc 1'Ianalfer
Judy Ballen '65, carolyn Shamroth '65 The editorialist is right in stress- Fund is .to survive on our cam- unreal to most of us, even though.
Buetness Manager
Barbara Slotnlk '65
CirculatIon
Bridget Donohue '66. Sara Bobrott '67 ing the small audience here. Else- pus, it must have strong support we might have seen "The ManExchange Edlt-or
Nancy Herrick '66
where overflow audiences ordi- from each individual. Such sup- churian Candidate." On the level
Pbotographr Editor
Laurie Maxon '65
nanty listen to him, both on cam- port. can only be gained if the that we could think about it, howpuses and and in churches, etc. aims of the drive a.re kn?wn, ever, we felt pride in the Prest.
Senior Board
Marie BIrnbaum '64, Susan Epstein '64, Karen Kunstler '65. Milanne Rertor However, equating Weinberger agreed upon, and, If desired,
dent's quick response to the ar'65, Joan Ross '64, Ellen Corroon '64.
with a "dinosaur" is a bit unfor- changed.
rest and what we hoped was a
swr
tunate, when it may one day
Allocation of Funds
Soviet error. Somewhere between
Barbara Brush, Kate Curtis. Rae Downes: Susan Freiberg. Ellen Kagan, Caro- dawn on your editorialist that
Community Fund allocates 75% ~he realm ?f James Bond and t.he
lyn Lewis, Emily Littman, Janet Matthews, Cynthia MUler, Mary Miller, Tessa
MUier. Dlana Neale, Kathy Ritchell, Janet Sandberg, Carolyn Shimkus, Karen such people represent the future, of its funds to the "Student mne~ reading rooms of a SOV1~t
Stothert, Merry Usher, Ruth Zaleske.
and a very real and definite fu- Friendship Fund." This fund ~tudles department was a TwIture at that, rather than the dim gives scholarship aid to foreign lIght ~one of the very. unexpected
past.
students at Connecticut College. ~etentlOno~ an A;nencan scholar
Neither a Ilsaint" nor a fanatic, The next largest aVlount is sent in the SOYletUnIon. Men whom
Weinberger makes it clear to to the World University Service, we ha~ seen at our ~ollege, such
those privileged to hear him, in an organization supported solely as CyrIl Blac~ af Prmceton. were
his always quiet and even, but by studellts for the purpose of m~kmg. pertinent comments on
firm way, that there is no "mid- helping students in other coun- thiS untImely ar~est. It o?urred to
dIe ground" any more where a tries obtain a higher education. us that the SOVIet-AmerIcan~uIcompromise between his views We also support an organization tural ..Exch?nge Program mIght
and more moderate ones might be here in America which helps be. discontmued and that we
found. This fact may seem regret- young Negroes gain a college edu- mIght really feel the effects of
By the time this paper is distributed, the Student Organi- table to many, 'but hardly war- cation which, for them, would oth- this step backwar?s. Our n;action
zation Committee will have met and voted on a group of pro- rants casting the man in the role en-vise be impossible. We give a was less dramatIC than It had
posals submitte{i by Cabinet asking for liberalization of col- of a Utopian, when he demon- ,sizeableamount to Learned House been to the Soviet intrusion in
strates very clearly that there are and to the Red Cross. The rest Cuba in 1961, but the implications
lege regulations. Of these propcsals, we al'e particularly con- ways in which the fight for' ra- of the money is contributed to o.fthe arrest touched. on ~e relacerned with a petiticn presented by the Freshman class re- ciaJ justice can be advanced in a medical research fbundations.
tIOn between the UnIVerSItyand
Itds obvious that most money the "world" whic~ at least must
questing an extension of hours so tliat there will no longer be way both fair and dignified. I am
of course referring to the central is contributed to student organi- have made us thmk ..
a distinction between regulations pertaining to that class and
point made in Mr. Weinberger's zations, and because of this fact,
Mis e I' y is "Select another
the rest of the college ccmmunity. It is our hcpe that the initial talk, which your editorial- many feel that the emphasis is drink"....
Committee will approve this change; we would seriously ist chose to omit altogettter, nut in the wrong place. Many.feel We would balanc~ this great
namely the rehabilitation 01 that more money should be gIVen.emotional upset with some light
question their purpose in rejecting the proposal.
sharecroppers through handicraft to Heart and Cancer funds, etc... reading. We looked for The Ga,rindustries such as the "tote·bags." We are. however, a college .com- den Gait, (Conn Census, NovemWe can see no reason why the Freshman recommendation
No one can deny that there munity and are endowed, WIth a bel' 14) but could not make it
would not be acceptable. They ask to be made a part of the
was, and always will be, a can· particular respo~s!bility .b~ the swing our way. "We're doing our
college community that they have entered; they allk to be siderable gap between Weinber- virtue of our pOSItIOn.
ThIS IS the Christmas shopping at Robert
treated as mature individuals able to cope with a 12 :00 cur- ger's OWJl methods in fighting time in our life when we do, or Hale's this year."
bigotry and those of "white lib- h ld fIt
d b t
few, They ask, in fact, that the ridiculous stipulations which eras.
s
h "demands from stdt
ou , ee ThWldUi
mos concerne a ~u
Students wanderl'ng about the
I "T oaye
t
e
or
n verSIy south end of the campus held a
limit them be lifted. Their request is reasonable, in fact, us the same kind of action tn the s u en s.
field of civil rights which he is FU~d depends on us, not on fo~n- rally celebrating the Feeding of
minimal.
datlOns or grants. The quest~on the Trees. Relieved to discover
taking. He is proposing that we does not concern t~e comp~tatIVe that the holes drilled on Tuesday
Those who oppose the trend to equalize the regulations on go to jail in repayment of a debt worth of a student s .elJ.ucabonvs. were not the rudl'ments of a comcampus have argued that Freshmen are not as mature as the and love of our brothers," is sim- cancer reseal'ch : b u t 1t .Is.ra th er, a pact puttin lawn to rival the
ply not fair., Weinberger chal· matter of our ImmedIate respon, g.
'
rest of the community, and that they need time to adjust to lenged fach and everyone to fol- sibility. It is not likely that we north. end s pItch and putt ~ange,
the new life which they find at college. This is nonsense. It is low the dictation of his con- will continue to support the the gIrls extolled the l~beratlon of
W 0 I' Id University Fund after everyone and everythmg at Conimpossible to generalize about the total maturity
of the science.
Finally, it is saddening to read graduation. We are more likely, nectIcut Co.lIege. For our. trees,
Freshmen class. It is as absurd to say that all Seniors have anything as glib as the Journal- however, to donate to the Cancer we truly. WIllgo out on a lImb.
attained a high level of sophistication.
istic account: "His talk began Foundation. Many. who wish to . !he SIgns for the Sophomore
In addition, we question the tendency of the college to with the usual references to the give to Cancer now may easily M~xer had finally come down.
ease the student into the collegiate social structure,
while non·violent movement in the do so. Those who wish to help stu- MIxer season was hopefully near
thrusting her into the full swing of academic life. Freshman South contrasted with the bru· dents later may have lost the nee- its stale climax. Thank goodness
courses are notoriously 'difficult and we throw the newcomer tality 'Of Southern police' ... " I essary interest.'/ Students have, we would no longer be tempted to
lOd it saddening, because it es· also complained that the type of· ~nd out what it'~ really like when
into the world of academia with a hardy "you'd better learn capes me how anyone hearing student aid given is not directed you have nothmg to lose' . , _
to cope with it all at one time" attitude.
the calm, dispassionate account toWard the best organizations.
In honor of Harvard.Yale week.
It has been stated that social regulations are not independ- by Weinberger of the very real It is the failure of the Commu- end the sophomores were not
ent of the academic as we suggest, but rather have been in- police brutality could fail to ac- nity Fund that its objectives have opening. Eden Rock on Friday
stituted so as to protect the student by seeing to it that she knowledge the man's dignity, no not been widely publicized and de- night, but on- Saturday we were
have time to study. To accept such an explanation is to lose matter how: profound the disa- fended. The underlying principle, promised a double-feature of enhowever, the support of charity, tertainment ... We could undersight of a major question: the nature of an academic com- greement on policies.
K. Bieber could not be more worthwhile.
stand the foolishness of opening
munity. We have every right to demand a particular level of
The Community Fund must two nights over Harvard·Yale
academic achievement, we have no right to impose social rereach the student in ways other weekend ... misery is not telling
strictions to facilitate such development. It is the responsiProtest for Community Fund
than a·knock on the door, and the anyone what's bothering you __ .
bility of the individual to do required work. We have no right To the editor:
student body must be there to lis- Remember, at Eden Rock you
to stipulate that it will be done on weekends of after 11 :00 on
Amid the flood of events that ten if Community Fund is to suc- don't have to clear your tables ...
weekdays.
rushed upon us last week, one ceed
Tessa l\1iller '66
UJC
I
h
wave escaped·with minimum not seems t at this college is preoccupied with an area out- tice. The Community Fund drive ------:...----__ -C..
_
side of the academic in which it should have no concern. The reached its dramatic climax, that
Freshman proposal cnly serves to illuminate the problem. is, faded out of sight.
The question which faces us is whether the college has a right
Let us recall for a moment, the
to investigate and regulate any area outside of the academic_ 'emotion' caused by the presence
We do not think so. It is our opinion that any student in a col- of this drive on c~mpus. One
lege envIronment ought to be able to adjust without the guid- mornmg, we found m our mail
ing hand of the C Book. If she is not awar
f her lim·tat·ons boxes another representative from
. I h
'11 I
.
~ 0
.
lIthe
notice department. We glanced
up?n arnva ,s e Wl earn qUIckly, The glrl who IS unable to at it and threw it away. As we
adjust does not belong III college; we Will not suffer from such hurried to class, we mIght have
a loss.
noticed a large sign coloring the
We are pleased that the Freshman class, thcse very girls landscape in front of Blackstone.
whom we are "protecting" realize the absurdity of the situa- We all noticed; some cared. One
t!on and have taken at least a first step to remedy the situa- night a timid knock waS"heard on
tion. We wonder why they have not pressed further,
J.T.M. our door, followed by:. Wlll you
.
contnbute to Commumty Fund?"
What did we reply? There were
443·7395
20% Off Regular Rates for those of us who felt quite strongly about the drive, and we anCollege Girls
OTTO AIMETTI
swered without hesitation, "Yes"
or "No." Others of us answered
ROCCO'S
Ladiu' and Gentlemen'.
with the same forcefulness, but
CW/om Tailoring
BEAUTY SALON
for quite another reason. We did
86 State St.
443·2138
85 State not know about Community Fund.
We wanted the intruder OUT beEdltor-ln-Chle1
JudIth Milstein

!\lanaKlul" Editor
Barbara Goldmark

Weinberger's

Ed"O~~5iii

Editorial

Re: Freshmen

I

Thursday, November 21, 1963
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Students DiSCUSS S'OCIOIomca
. I
~A spects 0f N egro Leadership

ciety requires
their withdrawal
from all responsibiUtles of citizenship. It is their belief that the
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Newsmen Speculate
On Russian Arrest
Of Prof. Barghoom

officials, or because

he genuinely

w~s not capable of answering, de-

clined
to
comment.
Edward
Crankshaw,
the Soviet specialist
for the
Observer of
London,
seemed to believe that the arrest
. Tuesday, November 19, four so- King, Jr., using his book, Stride
Now that Professor
Barghoorn
was very Intennonal,
but did not
ciology students under the super- for Freedom as her reference. She
of Yale is back in the United rule out the possibility that Mr.
V1510nof Mrs. Vidich of the soci- listed the major tenets of King's
ology department,
presented
a non-violence
philosophy as these:
States. the favorite pastime of Khrushchev was unaware of the
panel diSCUSSIOnon Negro leader. spiritually active, physically pas!
reporters
and
government
of- events. He speculated
that the
ship. Th~ panel members were sive resistance to injustice; pasficials appears to be asking why arrest was possibly the result of
Judy Reich, Wendy Shamberg, sive acceptance of punlshmentand
he was arrested.
Since it is un- a party faction opposed to Mr.
likely that the Soviets will alter Khrushchev and his efforts to
Beth Murphy, and Nancy Martin. suffering; an attitude of agape or
their story
that the Professor consolldate good feelings between
They approached ~he topic from a Christian love; attack against the
sociclogtcaj an~)e In order to gain force of evil rather than against
was actually a SPY. and similarly,
the East and West. But
more
since it is inconceivable that the than likely, continues Mr. Cranknew Insight
mto the freedom evil-doers; and the conviction that
professor
was doing espionage shaw, the arrest was one of domovement as a whole" Questions the universe as a whole is on the
work for the United States, these mestic significance and served as
and discussion followed the pre. side of justice. King believes that
varying opinions on the real rea- a warning to Soviet citizens who
pared reports of the panel mem- education and legislation are both
son for his arrest are of consld- have been using the "thaw" to debers.
valid and necessary ways to freeerable interest, though hardly sig- velop their interests in Western
Judy Reich dealt with the rna- dom. His is an emotional and renificant.
ideas and contacts.
Mr. Crankjor organizations of Negro lead- ligious appeal, an appeal to the
The
most
common
speculation
shaw
is
the
author
of a book,
ership in a report based on Louis dignity of the Negro and the guilt
on the reason for the arrest is as Khrushchev's Russia, in which he
Lomax's book, The Negro Revolt. of the white man. He has become
a result of the timing of the inci- considers the denounciation
of
The NAACP, with its emphasis a symbol to Americans; a leader
dent.
Only a few days before Boris Pasternak's
Dr. Zhlvago.
on progress through legislation, possessed of the ability to triterthree
Soviet citizens and
one He is well-versed on the internal
has many shortcomings. Its ac- pret the Negro's feelings to the
American were detained in Engle- cUI~ural atm~sphe~e in the Soviet
tion is slow, and fails to affect Negro, and to involve thousands
wood, New Jersey. The two Rus- Union and VIews It .a~ Inextrtcamany people. CORE, on the other of Northern whites in the Negro's
sians, who are members of the "bly.bound to the political maneuhand, is a bold, imaginative orga- cause. King was the first presiSoviet mission
to the United vertngs of the Communist Party.
nization. It achieves swift results dent of the SCLC, and remains in
Nations have been released
and
One of the most significant asin such areas as the desegregation the foreground of the entire civil
ordered'
to leave
the
United pects of the arrest is the Presiof bus terminals and buses, by rights movement.'
States. The third a driver for a dent's actions. President Kennedy
such effective means as freedom
Beth Murphy
discussed
the
Soviet trading
~rganization,
is ~cted quickly and decisively. H~
rides. According to Lomax, it is Black Muslims, using The Negro
still being held. Thus, it is pes- Immediately denied the allegation
too early to tell how effective the Revolt, "The Moderator," "Time,"
siblb that the arrest
of Profes- that the professor was a spy, deSouthern Christian Leaders' Con- and "Newsweek" for information.
SOl' Barghoorn was intended as ma!1d~d his release, cancelled neference will be. A loose associa- The Black Muslims are a national,
retaliation.
gottations tor a new cultural ex·
tion of Southern ministers headed white-hating group professing NeThe reporters, who attended the change agreement
with Russia,
by Martin Luther King, its major gro superiority. Their doctrine of
news conference given by Pro. and suggested that even the sale
activities have been in the field of total hatred Of the white man's sofessor BaI"ghoorn, seem to favor ~f 'Yheat to the Sovie~ Union was
voter registration_ SNCC, the stu
the speculation
that the arrest In Jeopardy. The actlOns of the
dents' protestation
organization,
was "the result of a mammoth President
and the reaction
of
has been a tremendously
vital
booboo." However, the professor, Am~ricans to the in~id~n~ are a~·
group. Students, who don't have
either out of prudence on answer- se.rtIons that .the mdlvldual IS
jobs and socio-economic position
ing such questions until having still s:8cred. NeIther mass culture
at stake, are free to take part in
communicated
with government nor bIg government have neglect·
sit·ins and economic boycotts. Th~
ed his significance.
student group ,has been largely
S.E.
Last weekend Janet Bishop '64 Rubin was formerly a member of
responsible· for the desegregation
and Susan Gemeinhardt
'65 at· the South African parliament and
of eating places. The most conser· tended a conference on Africa at an ad~ant
opponent
of the she ~ould imagine what he was
vative of the organizations,
the the University of Maryland. The apartheId system.
thinking when her page'11ad been
Urban League, focuses its atten· conference was sponsored by the
The participants at the confer. showing,
.
tion on research and action in Collegiate Council for the United ence were then divided into semi.
"Don't you think he's getting
housing and unemployment prob· Nations, which is a national stu. nar discussions on the following ~ittle
old for that? Shouldn't he
lems of,the Negro.
dent
organization
devoted
to topics: "Psychological
Obstacles
out boying with plays his own
Wendy-, Sham berg reported on building informed student support to African Deyelopment," "Pan. size, ins.tead of cuddling up be·
the SCLO and Martin Luther for the United Nations.
Africanism," "Africa's Quest for tween you two, watching your
print?"
Over t w A hundred' s t u d en t s par- Unity," and "Two Chinas in Af·
Webster's was getting irritated,
tl'CI'paled' In the c'onfe ren c e w h'IC h rica" or "Colors of Collision: she could tell. It was true, "Othel·
opened Friday evening with an South Africa."
'10" and "Petite Anthologie" had
address
entitled "Neo-Colonialism
The banquet speaker was Dr. b een g·one ever since they could
.
and Non-Alignment" by Professor I Augie Broks, assistant secretary open and close their own covers.
Vernon McKay. Professor McKay iof state of Liberia.
The confer· And their .other neighbors, the
EV~daY packed with action
is t.pe chairman of African Stud· ~nce adjourend, QnSUl).day,after a Seven Theban kids, had left the
..•. new ftiends ... fun!
res at the 'Johns Hopkins· School final. address from Max Lnm, stacks, months ago. It was no
$UN.
Get acquainted dance.
of Advanced International
Stud·1 preSIdent of CClJN:
wonder Winter's Tale wanted to (Wear -~rmudas!)
MON. - Col·
Last year an enthusiastic jun· ies.
.
stay around the shelf now.
lege Day at the beach. Talbot
Brothers Calypso, College Queen
ior, Flora Barth, decided that it
The first "speaker on Saturday
was Mr. Paul Porter, chl'ef of the
'J It
n The Good Life
Contest, barbecue lunch. TUES. was high time to r.estore Connect~
icut College radio station, WCNI, U. S: Mission for Economic Af·
I Domestic Quarrel
"Ara!by" was a modern short Jazz session, Limbo contest, buffet
Cruise to St.
to -its all important position on fairs in London. The topic O'fl his
"The Winter's
Tale"
(Cam~ story. Her plot had been formed; lunch. WED. campus. By spring, she had mus. speech was "Economic Develop- bridge Pocket Shakespeare)
sat sh~ "Yas In, on aU the best sell· George, Steel Band entertainment,
tered a staff of about fifteen ments in Africa.·" The second snug between "Electre"
(Girau. ers IlSt~. !h0ug~ she wO~d ne.v· Gombey dancers, refreshments.
- On your own; swim,
girls who worked· the various po. speaker of the'morning
was Mil· doux) and "Voix-du
Siecle."_
er acbmt 1t, this really dId t,htlll THURS.
shop, sightsee, sports. FRI.--Colsitions of technicians, announc· ton Moniz, press attache at the
"Baby's still got to cuddle" her. It almost gave her a swelled lege Week Revue--entectainment.
ers, a"nd jacks of all trades. These Portuguese Mission of the United said an aging Webster's 'Collegi- co~~r. th
ht
f II th
Tennis finals.
girls. used the fequipment of the Nations. Mr. Moniz presented the ate
e
oug
0
a
e years
radio station,' which had been Portuguese side of the colonial . '~Now listen,"· snapped Electre. she'd 9pent dating all those O.
All these • • • and lots more
abandoned some years
before. policies in the African territories
"You did a lot of cuddling in your Hen~s and Jack. Londo?s-non.
complimentary activities!
TwO' old
transmitters
were set of Angola and Mozambique. He day, too. And you weren't just descnpts. Well, It wasn t every
up in a small room on the .second showed a film of Angola, photo- wanting attention, the way he is. short story who could say, at the
See your
floor af Palmer Auditorium. The graphed by ~;BC camerame~, to You were out for __ ." She stop- age of --,
(this was confiden·
Campas Organizer now!
old turntable, sPe'akers, and mi· presen~ the Side of the AfrIcans ped turning and pulled 'up a page tial of course,) that
she'd j\Ist
crophones were also· used to com. In .thelr ~truggle to overthrow which was showing. She remem. been out with the toughest short
plete the entire setup.
theIr colomal oppressors.
bered -when Webster's really used story to hit Publisher's Weekly The Bermuda Trade Development
Since last year the variety of
The afternoon program consist~ to be a glad.book. How he had in a long timt--"The
Battler."
Board
program,s and the
number
of ed of an address by Leslie Rubin flirted with the Cassell's _ both "Roman Fever" would be jealous
620 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
on HS.outh African Policy." Mr.l French and Itall·an. Even now as hell. So would "Sabrina Fair."
10020
broadcasting hours have been in·
.
-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;:
creased.
Each
week,
Monday :;;:::;:::::;:;::::;:;::;;::::;:v:::;:::::;:;::::;:;::;;::::;:v:::;:::::;:;::::;:;::;;::::;:v:::;:::::;:;::::;:;::;;::::;;;
~
through Friday from 8:00-11:00 ~
-~
FAR EAST HOUSE
p.m. a.nd in the mornings from
Connecticut Yankee Motor In'n & Restaurant
7:30-8:00, WCNI broadcasts qual- ORIENTAL GIFTSity music. This mUSic consists of
selections
from operas, Broad50 Booms
22 Green Street
way musicals, folksongs, cham·.
Restaurant and Lounge
New London, Conn.
ber, choral, and symphonic music.
Dancing Nightly m:oept Sundays
WCNI
scheduling
consists
of
M tin
twelve programs which oCcur at
ee· g and Banquet Booms
same time each week.
(Special Winter Student Gu~t Rates)
SandIer
Mademoiselle
In a recent interview,
Flora
mentioned
two
programs
in
Exit 74 Conn. Turnpike, Niantic, Conn_
which she was particularly inter·
ested. The first is the news anal·
Telephone', 739-54&1
ysis by Assistant Professor Ro·
moser, which goes on at 9:00 p.m.
Wednesdays ..The second is a ten·
tative plan for a program of dramatic readings of student works
Fife & Mondo's
every, Friday at 7:00 p.m. In the
future,
Flora hopes that WCNI
Fiuhion. in
will expand 50 that it has a
115 Slate St.
booster station for Emily Abbey
and Vinal, a .record library, a sec·
442-8870
92 Huntington Street
ond turntable and a console. The
radio staff now consists of a~
proximately
thirty girls, under
Pta.,e Where the CoUejJe'Girl.
the supervision of the radio di·
,
rector, Flora. 'The need for help
Meet and Eat'!
at WCNI is unJlmlted, the future
Weejuas
Adores
DelitJery to ,Ioe Dor"..
of the station depends upon the
support at the students.
I·

white natlons will have annihilated each other by 1970, leaving
Africa to rightfully
control the
world. Fortunately,
this group
seems to present no real threat.
The organization's appeal is very
limited. and its membership
is
small. Very few southern Negroes
are connected with it, and it actually derives some of its support
from such far right, segregationist groups as the John Birch Society. If the Black Muslims have
a positive aspect, it is in that they
make the Negro proud of being
Negro, and foster a new self·
respect.
Nancy Martin commented on
the Negro intellectual as represented by James Baldwin, referring to two of his books, Noh~ of
a Native Son and The Fire Next
Time. Baldwin, making use of his
freedom as an artist and his power as a great thinker and writer,
redefines America's values for a
wide audience. The frank and bittel' voice of the Negro intellectual,
he addresses himself to Negro
and white, and offers a path of
reconstruction which begins with
an honest assessme t f the
t
.
n 0
pa~ .
For Baldwln, pressure and Ieglslation won't work. The changes
must be inner changes, and a society of love, brotherhood and unity is the only answer.
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Two College Members Attend
Student Conference on Africa
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Page Four

Negro Law '.Stu den t
Proposes QueSbon.

burger,
there
was something
much more valuable and signifi.

0orm Democracy
D
D
·1 0
rags rearr y n

November

21, 1963

M·tSS Dill ey TUlk s on A
.
. f rlCU;
Describes Ug'undan University

cant at stak<>-"Il was something
no Jess than human dignity."
•
Gap stin Exists
Democracy. Lord and Liberals
What we must do, said Burns, know, moves slowly, but never as
Miss Margery Dilley, head of Africa, contrasting
urban
and
15 reassess the progress that the Imperceptibly as at a house meet- the
government
department,
rural life and the range in prog

Whites Must Reply .
Haywood

Burns.

a

egro law American

egro has made. When

student at Yale University, began
his reply to the question, "Are Negroes pushing too hard?", with a
poem. It is the poem I used in the
first column of this series-Lang.
ston Hughes' .Montage of a Dream
Deferred. It IS a poem WhICh, by
itself, answers the question.
Burns made no attempt to an.
swer t e question. He said that
h
we must understand why and for
what
is fighting,
he thentheleftNegro
the burden
of the and
an.

we do this, we will see that the
gap which existed one hundred
years ago still exists between the
Negro and white in this country.
The average Negro can expect to
have three years Jess education
than the average white, a life that
is seven J:"ears shorter than ~at
of the white, and one h~U the 10·
come of the average white When
bit
l'
th .'
an a so u th sea e 1.? e JUd~e of
ap is n~t evi dent.
PCrortgr~SSI'
e a.m y thee gN egroes
stan ard

swer to us. When we reach an understanding
of the what'
and
why' involved, we do not have to
look any further for the answer.
can the Negro )Yho has suffered
injustices since he came to this
country in 1619 ever be thought
to. be pushing too hard for something that should have been his
so long ago? I think not.
Sunday's
discussion
of this
topic in the Chapel library began
with a chronological
history of
the Negro protest movement in
the South. Mr. Burns, who wrote
his senior thesis at Harvard on
this subject, traced the movement
from its beginnings in 1955 when
Rosa Parks, a Negro woman, refused to give her seat on a public
bus to a white man.
From her
protest
grew the Montgomery
Alabama bus hoycott and the non:
violent movement of Martin Lu.
ther King, Jr. was born.
Stud
t M
t Begin

of living ha.s gone up SInce !he~
,;er~ e~an~IPat~,
b~t the w~test
san ar,
00,
as. rmprov
a
least awsmuhch, ladndIn hemost.cases
mor~.
e s ou . not
quite as
convmced by statistics as we tend
to be.
...
When we see the Injustices that
are around us, Hayward
Burns
asks ~~ to que~lion ourselves, to
ask,
What "difference does It
make to me? And ~hen we rea.lIze tha! the Negroes problem IS
everyone s problem, then we must
ask ~urs~lves what we can do to
allevJate It.
The Negro race has waited a
long time for white America to
react, to be concerned. Some could
not. w~it a!'y longer, th:Y stop~d
.
Th and jtrusting, whIte
.
belIeVIng
m,
ey re ected AmerIca,
A menca.
Christianity, and the while man
because they felt rejected
by
them. The ,Black Muslims, however, are not nearly a majority.
'J!te majority wants the dignity,
nghts, an,p freedom that we are
keeRing from them.
The Freedom Movement has
heen very successful in its ability
to "match the ability to give suffering with the ability to endure
sullerlng."
We must respond to
centuries of patience with a promise to insure the dignity and freedam which, as Americans and human beings, the Negro race deserves.
This country has on it the burden of making "the Constitution,
the Declaration of Independence
the law of the land and the Su:
preme Court function to make the
American Dream a reality."
We
aU realize, as Mr. Burns emphasized, that
"it certainly
isn't
now!"
K.K.

en

ovemen

s.

Th~ student movement began In
1.956 In Greensboro, North CarolIna where ~our college freshmen
l::;gan.the slt.in movement: Their
u
tiati~el'kcaused
Slt-J~S to
spre!l
1 e a praine
fire
a!1d
non,~olent
protest had made ItS

t?~

mar '.

.

Freedom ndes began m 1961.
Numerous
protest groups grew
out of the great protest, "to chsJ~enge America to be what it said
It was already," and Negroes .~)]
over the country deter~ined.
to
think and be as a man, a TIght
which had been denied them for
much too long.
Though
the movement
was
started as a demand for somet~n~ as small and seemingly inSignificant as a bus ride or a ham·

ex- showed
51.ides
?" her
recent trip
to and
Eastspoke
Afnca
on
Thursday, November 14, in Hale
Laboratory. During her leave of
absence last year Miss Dilley
taught
on the politic~l sc.ien~e
faculty at Makerere Univer-sity m
Kampala, Uganda.
Miss Dilley
was also at Makerere in 1959 and
she combined slides she took on
her previous visit with those she
took last year on Thursday night.
to the power of the Federal Gov Makerere College is one of three
emment by negative analogy at branches
of the University
of
least. Students,
rather than
so East Africa. The other branches
uncouth
as to petition
for be
2:30
ing. This hallowed jnstitution,

ress of Africans.

pressive of student rights and
power, is by far the slowest moving thing around. It was recently
stressed that the power of the in
dividual student is great indeed
and that the house meeting is the
arena into which many new and
pressing issues might be thrust
Student power has been likened

Describes Tension
In describing the air of tension
on the day of Ugandan independ
ence Miss Dilley menti
d the
.
.
. one
underlying racial confhcts m this
new state. The independent Arrtcans now wish to have jobs which
have been held by Asians who
.,
have oeen In Africa for two or
three generations.
Africans are

rapidly moving into small civil
late
permission
on Saturday are in Dar-Es-Salaam, Tangany- service positions (such as in post
nights, ought to accept the fact ika .and ~airobi, Nigeria.
offices and as road supervisors)
that this request poses great prob
MJSS Dilley .prefaced her com- and are also taking jobs ev
lems for the Pinkertons and Bell ments by saying that there are
.
.acu
Ladies alike, and ought to refrain many levels on which one can ated ny Europeans
since lndefrom badgering
House of Rep' talk about Africa, and that she pendence. The tension in this muljust as the noble citizens of th~ would not speak in depth about ti-racial state was so great on the
United States were asked to stop her observations.
Her remarks eve of independence that many
badgering JFK for a tax reduc- covered a wide range of topics A .
fT'
.
tio.n which despite its attractive. concerning
n"l"ly
independent
sIan amlles
stayed
10 theIr
ness for all, .is not in the best in. East African nations. The accom· homes m order to guard their
terests of the Nation, i.e.: Let us panying
slides illustrate"
the families against extreme African
recognize this basic tenet, that the great economic diversity in East nationalists. There was also fear
general will does not necessarily
of the behavior of the large crowd
coincide with the general welfare.
celebrating
independence.
Miss
This major point having been equate. But. due to the lack of
clarified, the agenda took a small a strong, centralized authority, it Dilley pointed out that the crowd
hitch forward. A hitherto unpub· is supposed that one must take of 40,000 remained peaceful and
licized privilege was brought out: the bad with the good.
good-natured, partly because the
stud:nts having. fa~ulty members
Last but not least, secret Santa Asians had remained at home but
to dmner and WJshmg juice to be br'ought his own troubles. It ap- also because there is no peculiarserved as an appertif tick) when pears that the North Complex is
none is indicated on the menu, made up of such large student ily in a iarge African crowd that
maywrush down to the kitchen be- groups, and is honeycombed with would not be true of any other
fore dinner to set some out at the so many many flights of stairs, crowd of people.
table reserved for their guest. It that serious concern was voiced
Miss Dilley commented on vari·
is expected that there may be a over whether the Santas could ous aspects of teaching students
sudden
rash of invitations
to carry, out their missions effec- in a newly independent
nation.
members of the faculty, to 'Din- tively. The issue was opened to She said that it is hard for stuners at the Dorms.'
lengthy debate, with two sides im- dents to take criticism
coming
Democracy has often been called me d i ate J y establishing
them· from a European (any white per·
inefficient; it was suggested that selves: the 'Dormists,' whd wished son is considered as a European).
the reason that the vacuum clean- to draw names from the whole Miss Dore, a member
of the
ers, and hot plates, and hair dry. dorm, and the 'Floorists,' the ob Connecticut
College government
ers, and lights are not working viously weaker party, or so it ap department,
who is teaching in
~en is due to a shortage of pow- peared at first, who preferred the same position
'Miss Dilley
er. It is suspected at least in the drawing from names of persons held last year) has commented on
case of the vacuu~ cleaners that living on one floor. Debate was the same problem in her letters
the machines were never' any heated, and centered around the to Miss Dilley. While Makerere
good in the first place, and starv- issues of whether the main p~r students
did exhibit this arro~ng, the. poor creatures certainly pose of Secret Santa was to diS- g;anc~, t.hey also had a great deal
Isn t gomg to help improve them. cover some person whom you had 'Of digmty and
self-respect
as
In connection with the 'no maid' never kn.own existed before, or students.' One student, for exampolicy, an inspection team is be- whether 1t wa~ more ~eneficial to pIe, was quick to criticize another
ing sent around sometime
be- b~ome acquaInted WIth someone who had told Miss OiUey a false
tween Thanksgiving
and Christ- ~th whom you we.re vaguely fa· ~tory about James Meredith leav·
mas.
There have he~n reassur- miliar. (The :FlOOrIsts' won.)
!ng the University of MississLppi
ances. that this is only a general
One more Issue, concerning the lO. order to put her on the spot.
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G 18 GUEST HOUSE
G. L. OLDERSHA W

109 Mohegan
New London,

Ave.

Coon.

Rooms, overnight, doubJe or triple, twin beds
Excellent Linens
Ceramic tile bath - Shower, twin wash bowls
Other amenities
Tel. 442·1383
$3.50 per night/each

to inspection.
speak, andIn not
... survey,
'military so
type'
othera
words, if you have four hourlies,
three papers, one report and a
posttively filthy room, don't panic.
Just smile sweetly as they go by,
and hope for the best. It may be
a bit premature, but if there are
any ~:percu,ssions concerning the
condItIon of the rooms, it will be
q~~cklY pointed out that the canditions of the bath rooms, which
undergo some sort of deluge once
a week, is felt to be entirely inad-

House of Imports

Sarah Lawrence College
Summer Schools in:

247 State Street

FRANCE-From
June 22 to July 31 in Paris at the Cite Universitaire, a center for students from all parts of the world. In addi·
tion to the courses taught in previous years. this year we are
offering an advanced literature
course conducted entirely in
French and an intensified language program at all levels. Other
courses taught in Engllsh and centered on Modem Franee--llt·
eratore, art. and social and political history. Beginning and ad·
vanced French are also offered.
.

Delicious Meals
Fr!endly Service

ITAL~r~:"J,u~it~ntoanfu;'3t~~~~or~ce-·~t-·Ton:e-di-Be=I~=:::==:::=:::=:::==:::=:::=:::==:::=:::=:::==:::=~
guardo, 16th Century Villa. Courses taught In English and cen·
tered on the Italian Renaissance - art, literature, music and
Florence under the Medici. Beginning and advanced Italian are
also oftered.
Board,
room, tuition, and two excursions __.
.._...._.
.__ $600

. Aa Oose

A 12.<Jay tour of Greece (from June 9
preceding the Sarah Lawrence Summer
faculty member accompanies the group,
planned to include the most important

Your Phone •••
Call GIU439
For All Your Phannaeeutical and
Co.metic Need8

to June 21) is also ollered
Schools. A Sarah Lawrence
and the itinerary has been
historical and archeological

sites_ .
For information

and applications write:
SUMMEB SESSIONS

88

Free DeUTe.,.. Oaaqe Accoants IaYiled
Cbecb Cubed
Open D_y 8:30 Gom•• 9:00 p.m.

SARAH I.AWBENCE CO'.IJOOE
BRONXVILLE. NEW YORK
N.B. Sarah Lawrence College' also accepts students

entering their
Junior year from other colleges as well for its JUNIOR YEAR
ABROAD program in Paris. Geneva and Rome. Instruction is
given In the language of the country; therefore, a knowledge
of French or Italian is required
Inquire:
.ruNIOB YEAR ABROAD-

SABAII LAWRENCE COLLEGE
BRONXVILLE. NEW YORK

proper way
get issheets
on
Thursday
nightto (there
a correct
way you know, you've been told
often enough-you
can't just go
and grab one) was clarified.
And at long last the machinations of the student democracy
ground to a halt for another
month. Patiently, though nothing
had been solved, it was known
that maybe at the next meeting,
or maybe the one after that,
sometime, something would get
done. One has only to wait. MR

DYER'S
•

237 Jdfenoa A...e.

PHARMACY

MISS
pilley
keep
up With
the was
news'unable
of the toUnited
States si~ce her AriJerican papers
only arrIved in 'batches once a
e student was urged to
week.
apolo~Ize by other students, who
explam~
that students
do not
make thmgs up
but should aI~ays try. to gain. an .objective
VI~ of Issues. MISS Dilley also
~en~io~ed that it is "beneath the
d.lgmtJ:" of IMakerere students to
rIde bIcycles.
Shows Range of Africans
In her slides Miss Dilley
showed Africans ranging
from
tribesmen she met along the road,
who bargained to have their pictures taken to her classes in
American government. The Makerere students wore similar dresses or slacks, which, Miss Dilley
explained were granted to the stu·
dents by the school and were
therefore cut off the same roll of
material. The great variegation
in East African landscape was
apparent
in the color
slides,
which included pictures of terrace
farming as high as 45,000 feet as
well as vast plains surrounded
entirely by individual, rather than
ranges of mountains. The unique·
ness of African landScape
was
beautilully
captured in pictures
of African plane
trees which
bloom before they 10nn leaves
and thus have a very unusual ef·
feet. The Africans pictured and
described by Miss Dilley ranged
from those remaining tribesmen
\ who. are still nourished on miJk
and ,blood to African women who
have been largely Europeanized.
Of spectaCUlar interest was a picture of Miss Dilley standing next
to an anthill which was at least
sixteen feet tall. As Miss Dilley
promised, her taU< ended up a'
tree. TIle final pic,ture was of a
family of lions very romfortably
sleeping treein in
the·a branches
of a
~I
single
Nairobi forest.-
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Vice-Presidents Request Boost
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Dormitory
:rice-presidents
attended a special meeting, Nov.
19, ~alled by Mary Emeny, vicepres~dent of studen~ government,
to d}scu~s the .posslble .roles the
~ou.se vlCe:presldent
might play
10 .lmprovmg
faculty-student
relations on the house level. Mary
presented
a suggestion
from
Dean Noyes that the vice-prestd~nts e~courage
stu?~nt-faculty
dinners In the house dining rooms
and plan programs around these
dinners; the programs could be
presented by the students or by
the faculty themselves.
House vice-president
has 31.
ways been more of a titular office than a concrete job with responsibilities. The vice-president
often feels she has really no job
at all except that of replacing an
absent house president.
If
the
vice-president
were
placed
in
charge of organizing a regularly
scheduled "dinner with a professor," not only would the job itself be more meaningful, but student-faculty relations
could be
considerably Improved.
The vice-presidents
expressed
interest in Dean Noyes' suggestion that programs be arranged
around the dinner.
A student
might play the piano for after.
dinner
coffee;
the
professor
might be asked to discuss a par.
ticular topic, 'both current and approprfate to his field. Mary expressed the interest O'f the faculty in joining the students for
dinner on the conditions that the
.conversation level be suitedl to the
occasion: neither stiffly formal,
as in the classroom lecture, nor
trivial, as in the dorm room dis·
cussions.
During the discussion, the topic
shifted from faculty·student
reo
lations
to student·student
rela·
tions. One vice-president
noted
that there was little inter-dormi·
tory communication. Mary made
several suggestions
for
interdorm competitions, which would
not only create a stronger dorm
unity, but also create an overall
unity on campus.
The dor'mitory vice.presidents

Papflye

ConnCeneu.
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pressures were noted: the lack of

I

time for pure contemplation and
::;/ou:~~":ro/at:~:n~ue::~:
brought up and discussed Tues- relaxation. the pressure of marks
for those anticipating
gtaduate
day evening
at the
home of
the increased
tendency
President and Mrs. Sham at the school;
toward acceleration to "get out
showed interest in the suggestion first meeting of the President's of this rat-race as fast as possithat students talented in music or Council. Attending
the council ble"; the "group pressure" resultart be encouraged to display their were six faculty members and ing in a lack of individualism in
talents for the rest of the dorm i- fou~teen
stude!1ts: . President classroom discussions, a lack of
tory. Many encouraged the vice- S~aIn, Mrs, Sham, MISS Noyes, sincere commitment to a "cause,"
presidents to ask students to con- Miss Royer, Mrs. Smyser, Mrs. and, most frightening
of all, a
tribute paintings to decorate the Kennedy; Sally Donavan '67, Bet- lack of pride in personal intellecstairwells, or to play for teas or ty Crowley '67, Tessa Miller '66, tual concerns
and
accomplishafter-dinner coffees
Anne Taylor '66, Judy Pickering
ments.
Mary closed the meeting with a '65, ~atti Olson '65, H.0~ BatchelToday's
college
student
is
final suggestion that women rae- de.r ~, ~usan Epstein 64, Judy searching for an image, an idenulty members be occasionally in- Milstein 64, Mary Speare
'64, tity with his subject,
a
path
vited for tea in the dormitory Ann Weatherby '64, Ellen Hofhei- which will lead to the true self.
room. These professors are inter- mer '66, Mary Emeny '64, and Jo- The council ended on an OPtilTIiS'1
ested in fInding out how the col. anna Warner '64.
tic note, suggesting that this eslege girl lives, what she talks
Reference was made to the re- tablishment of identity and self
a~out in her room, what her cent article in the Sunday New is the true role of today's college. I
Irlends are like (those who may York Times Magazine concerning
not have this
teacher
for
a the "tones of life" on today's colco~rse). Mary pointed out that lege campus, and the Council set
this was an ideal situation for about the practically impossible
COURTESY
getting to know a professor as a task of defining the tone of life
DRUG
STORE
person and finding out what she on the Connecticut
Campus.
AI
119 State St.
442-5857
thinks as another woman.
[lengthy discussion on the value
at the introductory survey course
Check. Cashed
proved interesting but was more
A-ee Delivery
per tin e n t to a definition of
Charge AccounlS
the Freshman situation than to a
Photo Developing
statement of the general attitude
of all students here. The college
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Is the college experience a vacuum? Is studying ':l full-time job?
Does the acade.~ruc end at the
classr~:)Qm and library doors,. or
does .It mo,":e meaningfully
Into
dor~l1tor.r life and the s.ocl~l expenen?e. Is there a contl~UJty to
educatIOn today, or does It stop
a.bruptly at weekends, at vaca·
tIOns, and at the end of the for·

CALL ..•

for the fastest

0

0

0

most frequent

o

0

•

delivery service in town

House of Cards

•••hold

that

'

\

50 State Street

HEADQUARTERS FOR:

Cards for Every Occasion
gifts
tokens

~roU dolls

1.-

•

S. S.Pierce Products
•

Meiers Sparkling (non.alcoholic)
•

Wines

Russell Stover Chocolates
•

Trappist and Trappistine Candies
and Jellies

•

SPECIAL GIFT DEPARTMENT

COSMETICS -

TOILETRIES

Our Cosmetic Department is the Finest,
Most Complete, Most Luxurious in East·
ern Conn. Names such as Germaine Montiel, John Robert Powers, Mary Chess,
Elizabeth Arden and a host of others are
always in stock.
36 Complete Lines -

line
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Over 150 Fragrances

things

24 HOUR PHONE SERVICE
fly Allegheny home for Thanksgiving and get more than a quarler
back . : . on the price of your round·trip ticket. You get.a third
back, in fact, on our Group Travel plan'. You get closer to a half
back by flying both ways on Saturdays or Sundays. Our Charier
Service is another way to ;av~ So, at 38 points in the. Middle Atlantic
States and New England, Allegheny makes the airport a great money·
backfield. And our touchdowns are perfectly timed.
-Ask about our FREEtickets for group organizers.

>

Low Group Travel fare, for example:

,

, ~

••c.·
....
·.·
.••.•
,••·._._ •.•
,.-.au_

Round-trip to Washington $31.00 plus tax

Call your travel agent or 445-7405

AllEGHENYAlllllNES
YOUR AIR COMM,UTER SERVICE IN 12 eUSY

'.
,

.

STATES

Why Not Open a Charge Account?

go

b~~th

COKe
TllADC·NAAKe

Charge and Send -

The Easy Way

JAMES DRUG CO.
INCORPORATED

Bank Street at Pearl

'442-8575

Apothecarie. to the Medical Profe .. ion and
to the Horne SiRce 1914

..
r

e

Bottled under the authorIty of .
The Coca-Cola Company _b!:

J

Coea-Cola Bottling Co.
of New London,
Inc.
New London, Conn.

Geraldine Farrar, to name a tew,

Expert on Employee Welfpre
To Lecture on Mental Illness

and

,

Connecticut

Men tal

Health Association are sponsoring a lecture to be given by Gerald D. Dorman, M. D. The lecture entitled "Mental Health in a
Changing and Industrial
Community" will be presented in Pal-

may

hear

Rachmaninoff,

Paderewski, Poulenc,
Bartok,

and

Stravinsky

IMiss J. Shagaloff

Holmes Maintains
Record Collection
Of Varied Material

Sick and tired of the uninspiring grind of papers and hourlies?
mer Auditorium Monday, DecemOne of the best places to pick up
ber 9, at 8 p.m.
a little badly needed "spiritual and
Dr. Dorman will speak of the intellectual fulfillment" is in the
challenge of living
in
a com- record library at Holmes Hall.
Probably
few students realize
munity which is undergoing
rapid change, of the stresses put up- that Holmes Hall has an extensive
record collection which is availon an individual in trying to ad- able to the entire College: stujust to that change, and of the dents may play records in the liseffect of changes upon the indi- tening rooms at almost any time
during the week and on weekvidual and upon the community.
ends.
Dr. Dorman is a trustee of the
The collection, which is being
American
Medical
Association continually enlarged, contains recand a diplomat of the American ords representing every period in
Board of Preventive
Medicine in the history of music from medi. occupational medicine. He was eval plain chant and Renaissance
born in Beirut, Lebanon, to Amer- motets to the experimental music
of John Cage and the jazz of Orican parents,
attended Phillips nette Coleman, A short series, A
Academy in Andover, Massachu- History of Music in Sound" consetts, and Harvard University. He tains ten albums, each of which
is a graduate of the Columbia is a recording of works representative of important musical periUniversity Medical School.
He has been medical director ods and idioms, including sections
in charge of employees' welfare on ancient and Oriental music,
the Renaissance, Beethoven, the
for the New York Life Insurance
Company and is at present a vice symphony, and contemporary mupresident of that organization. He sic, with emphasis on the twelvehas been active on the New York tone system.
The library also has a large
Cancer
Research
and Grants
Commission, a consultant for the number of "Archive" albums, only
National Commission on Health recently published. These records
and 'Medical Care for the White are, as far as can be determined
modem
musicological
reHouse Conference on Aging in by
1961, and chairman of the New search, authentic performances of
York State Workmen's Compen- music written from the Middle
sation and Community
Medical Ages tothe Classical Period.
Holmes owns a number of rare
Services Commission.
Tickets to the lecture are avail- recordings by renowned performable without cost. They may be ers and composers of the past,
obtained at the information
of- Students may trsten to the voices
fice or by contacting Jenny Camp- of Enrico Caruso, Nellie Melba,
Rosa PonseJIe, Antonio Scotti, and
bell, Box 150.
<I

ovember 21, 1963

She has also prepared sociological

and

other

non-legal

perform

Of
considerable
interest
to
Md'
and educational
effects of .raon ay evemng, D ecern b er 2 . I ical
.
,
many students will be the record- th
. I
d
t
t
·11 cial segregatton and on effective
ings of experimental
and elece SOClOogy
epar men
\VI
th d
f d
ti
F
tronic music available in the li- sponsor a talk by Miss June Sha- me 0 s 0
ese~rega on.
0,1'
.
"
three years she directed the civil
brary.
The new album "Sounds galofI en~Jtled The Ro~e of. the rights program of the Encampof New Music" is representative
NAACP In Today's Racial Situa- ment for Citizenship, a training
of the recent attempts to create tion." Miss Shagaloff has been institute
for young adults
in
a completely new form of music special assistant for education for more e ff ec tlrve CIitiizens hirp partici..
by the use of pure tones and unti
A
d
t
f N
Y k
usual timbres and sound vibra- the NAACP since 1961, She has pa .lOn.. gra ua e 0'
ew
or
nons. In this recording, conven- worked for, the NAA£P in vari- Univer-sity and an elected memo
tional instruments such as the pi- ous capacities for the last thir- b.er of Alpha Kappa. Delt.a, the n,a.
ano are "fixed up" to produce new teen years
tlcnal honorary SOCIOlogicalSOCle·
sound and rhythm effects.
Most of' her work has been ty, M;iss Shagaloff is ~ frequent
Another new record, "The Con- aimed toward school desegrega- con.trlbu.tor to .edu.catIonal and
sort of Musicke," has been pro- tion. She directs
the NAACP socIOloglc?l. publIcatIOns, .as. well
duced from old manuscripts writ- public school desegregation drive as
Ortsls and other CIVil rights
ten for stage plays in England at in the North and West, working pertodtcals.
the time of Shakespeare.
Com- extensively
in communities
in (V::;:;;::;:;:;::::;;::::::;;:v::v::;:;;::;:;:;::::;;::::::;;::v;
posed for treble lute, Pandora, New York, .New Jersey, illinois,
Cittern,
Base-Violl,
flute,
and Indiana, and on the West Coast.
tteble-violl, the manuscIipts
rep- She ~as ~ssisted in school desegresent the first attempt in music' regation ill five southern states.
Yarns and Rental Library
too
b t a i n specific sonorities I
through a particular grouping of

~lt,,:

rHE ELEANOR SHOP

instruments. The recording should
be of special interest to English
majors.
Records are also available for
listening in the reading room on
the top floor of the library and
may be signed out at Crozier-Williams to be enjoyed in the student
lounge.
C.M.
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STORAGE

Telephone 442-3723
9 Union Street

Imported & Domestic Yarns
Free Knitting Instructions
Fridays 1 ·4
Saturdays 9 :30 • 12 :30

Coming Events
saturday , November 23
.............
Auditorium at 8 :30 p.m.
Russian Ballet
Tuesday, November 26
Chamber Music: Kroll String Quartet
Auditorium at 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday November 27
Thanksgiving Recess begins at 10 :05 a.m.
Sunday, December 1
Thanksgiving Recess ends at 11:30 p.m.

Monday, December 2

.

Peace Corps Lecture _
_ _Student Lounge
Georgiana Shine, Peace Corps speaker.
"The Role of the NAACP in Today's Situation"
Jane Shagaloff, NAACP speaker
.....
_ Auditorium
Tuesday, December 3
Boston Symphony
_
Auditorium
Wednesday, December 4
Amalgo
.
.
_ Auditorium
Thursday, December 5
Convocatlon-c-t'Architecture
and the Indivisibility
of Design" ,
_ _ _
,
_ Auditorium
Sibyl Moholy-Nagy, speaker from Pratt Institute.

at 5:00 p.m.

at 7:00 p.m.
at 8:30 p,m,
at 7:00 p~m.
at 8:00 p.m,

Friday, December 6
Civil Rights Weekend

_Main Lounge from 5:00-·8:00 p.m.
Auditorium at 8:00 p.m.

CinemaScoop
GARDE

Through November

23
'IWilight of Honor - Four Days of Naples
November 24 . 26
The Running Man - In the French Style
CAPITOL
23
The Sky Above and the Mud Below

Through November
Two Women -

November 24 - 26
Madame -

Face in the Rain

FOR ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS!

*

Hotel R"""rvationl
Air Tieketl
Holiday R"""rvatioDl
European ToUJ'l
Steamohip Tiekete
11 Bank -SL. New London
KLINGERMAN
Phone GI 3-2855
Travel. IDe.
For the Best In Travel Sel'v1ce

* *

* *

ma-

To Lecture on Role terlals used in legal attacks on
segregation.
She
assisted
reOf NAACP Today Isearch on the harmful psycholog-

Gershwin,

their own works.

The Science Club and the South-

eastern

Thu ....day,

ConnCenlul

PlljIe Six

THOSE· CLEAN WHITE ADLERS
Now you're getting the swing of it, All you have to do
your Adlers, Suddenly you find yourself doing just as you
beaming unquestioning approval: You'll like it, Girls
the Adler SC shrink controlled wool sock, In white

is be "clean white sock" in'
please, and the whole world •
love it. And all because of
and a covey of colors, $1.

